
 

Name Sociology Department Live Chat 
(Unedited Transcript, Virtual Admitted 
Students Week) 

WC: Henry Whipple Welcome everyone! My name is Henry, I'm 
one of the Admission Officers here at 
Whitman. We'll be getting started with the 
Sociology Department Live Chat shortly! 

WC: Henry Whipple It's 3pm PST, so we'll get started now. I'd like 
to introduce our three Whitman students in 
the chat today: Jessica Luong '20, Kyle Levin 
'20, and Anna Pulscak '21. I'd also like to 
introduce Professor Michelle Janning, 
Professor and Chair of Sociology Department 

WC: Henry Whipple Feel free to submit all of your questions 
about the Sociology department or any 
related matters! 

WC: Kyle Levin ‘20 Hi, my name is Kyle. I am a senior at Whitman 
and transferred to Whitman College in the 
spring of my First Year. I am a sociology 
major. Also, I participated in summer study 
abroad program in Denmark with a focus on 
childhood development with the sociology 
department 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Hello all! It’s so fun to talk about sociology, 
and I’m happy to answer your questions. My 
name is Michelle Janning, and I’m the chair of 
the department. I teach introductory 
sociology, community-based sociology, and 
often teach courses and do research in the 
summers 

WC: Anna Pulscak ‘21 Hello! My name is Anna and I am a Junior at 
Whitman this year. I am an Environmental 
Studies-Sociology combined major, so I tend 
to split my time between taking classes in 
both of those fields. Feel free to ask me 
questions about either of these programs! 

WC: Jessica Luong ‘20 Hi everyone, my name is Jessica Luong and I 
am a senior sociology major. I have taken 



classes in sociology of health and illness, 
education, stratification, social statistics, and 
community based sociology. 

WC: Henry Whipple Do you all have any questions for our 
students or Professor Janning? 

Odin What are some past topics of research or 
theses that students have done? 

Odin Specifically for Sociology I mean :) 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Odin, the students are going to offer their 
topics and I'll follow up with the past 
examples. 

WC: Kyle Levin ‘20 Odin, I studied how different social groups 
(race, class and gender) think about time and 
if they way people think about time differs in 
meaningful ways. 

WC: Jessica Luong ‘20 Hi Odin, I did my thesis on barriers to access 
to dental care in Walla Walla and I examined 
this issue through the theoretical lenses of 
professional authority, organizations, and 
health disparities 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Past thesis topics have spanned many topics, 
from group inequalities, to criminology, to 
research done with local Walla Walla 
organizations, to family dynamics and 
education, to impacts of industry on 
environmental justice issues. 

Peter Hi all, my name is Peter, and I am leaning 
towards majoring in Politics. However, I'm 
writing a paper right now on Nacirema (I 
don't know if anyone here has read it), which 
I think is super interesting (although that may 
be more anthropological than sociological) 

Odin Wow, that's really interesting! Thanks! 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Odin, the neat thing about sociology is that 
many students do internships or placements 
in community organizations and are able to 



connect that to the thesis. 

Odin What's an average class like in the sociology 
department? 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Hi Peter, fun fact: I started college majoring 
in Politics, and then switched to sociology 
and anthro combined. So, your question hits 
a personal note. The students can offer their 
words, but I can say that sociology offers a 
nice balance between individual and 
collective academic study 

Peter Thanks! 

WC: Kyle Levin ‘20 Hi Peter, I think some of the differences 
between sociology and other social sciences 
is that it can be very broad compared to 
things like psychology and economics. 
Sociology dips into a lot of the topics and 
concepts that other social sciences have 

Emily Can you tell me more about the study of 
sociology in general? Like, what do you enjoy 
about the course? What kind of things do you 
study and learn about? 

WC: Anna Pulscak ‘21 Peter, I also had a lot of trouble deciding 
what to major in. For me as an ES major I 
really enjoyed being able to see how social 
structures connected to the environment in a 
broader range. 

WC: Jessica Luong ‘20 Hi Odin, I would say that an introductory 
class is about 40 students, which is the 
largest you'll find at Whitman. The upper 
level classes get smaller, especially your 
300-level classes. My smallest sociology class 
was only 5 people! I would say that all classes 
manage not to exceed 15-20 students at 
most 

WC: Jessica Luong ‘20 ... I would also say that each class emphasizes 
theory and methods! Sociology is a pretty 
popular major at Whitman. In the senior class 
of Sociology and Environmental 



Studies-Sociology, there are about 35 people. 

 Great, thanks! 

Peter I'd love to hear what is currently on your 
minds/going on in classes in terms of 
Covid-19. How might a sociologist view 
what's going on in the world right now? 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Hi Emily, I'll give you a list of topics that 
would be covered both in our intro course 
and as electives. Some topics overlap with 
other courses, and students are able to 
connect sociology to lots of other courses. So, 
topics such as crime, public health, family 
dynamics are all relevant to these course 
curricula  

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Hi again Emily, also our community-based 
sociology courses and projects allow students 
to connect their work with applied sociology 
concepts. 

WC: Kyle Levin ‘20 Hi Peter, yeah sociologists are thinking alot 
about Covid 19. For example we are asking 
questions about how the boundary between 
work and life has been broken with people 
working at home.... 

Odin I'm looking into both psych and sociology for 
potential majors, can you talk a bit about 
where they overlap and where they don't? Is 
there any Whitman-specific stuff from those 
programs that makes them stand out? 

WC: Kyle Levin ‘20 We have also been asking about how the 
pandemic is revealing greater structural 
inequalities that are affecting people in 
healthcare, the food supply chain, and 
domestic work 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Hi Odin, lots of students enter into 
introductory psychology and sociology 
courses with this question. The biggest 
difference is that psychology focuses on the 
individual as the unit of analysis, including 



topics that deal with personality, brain 
development, and cognitive processes 

WC: Anna Pulscak ‘21 Peter- I'm currently in a sociology class called 
the sociology of health and illness. We have 
spent the last few months talking about how 
existing social structures can influence 
healthcare. Specifically, lately we have talked 
about how race and gender might be 
intertwined in this discussion 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Odin, also psychology tends toward 
experimental design, and sociology tends 
towards survey and interview research, but 
both disciplines do all of these methods. It is 
more likely that sociologists engage in 
qualitative research such as open-ended 
interviews or observational research 

Odin Great, thanks! 

WC: Jessica Luong ‘20 Hi Emily, the things that I enjoy the most 
about sociology is that it is applicable to 
many different fields. I love how the things 
we learn about can be used to make sense of 
the world around us and I can see myself 
using this in a future career.  

WC: Henry Whipple Peter, as you can probably tell, the students 
are grappling with COVID-19-related issues 
right now across many different courses. A 
great way to see how professors are 
incorporating this topic into their instruction 
is through Whitman's COVID-19 course for 
admitted students 

WC: Henry Whipple A special shoutout to Emily Mowry, who I just 
noticed is signed up for the course. I hope 
you enjoy the course, Emily! 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning To all -- I also want to note that sociology has 
a really robust senior thesis program that 
allows for really deep and sophisticated 
independent research, most often based on 
data the students collect themselves. 



WC: Professor Michelle Janning Emily, I'm doing one of the COVID-19 
lectures, on how video and digital 
communication may impact intimate 
relationships. I am excited to put together 
this lecture! 

WC: Henry Whipple Great questions everyone! Keep them 
coming for our students and Professor, they 
have a wealth of knowledge and experience 
that they are delighted to share with you! 

Odin What do students go on to do after 
graduation with a sociology degree? 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Thanks Odin. They can do almost anything! 
Many of our majors go on to law school, 
education professions, graduate school in 
topics such as environmental studies, urban 
planning, business, or public affairs. Some 
also go into nonprofit management  

Odin Ok this one's more for the students, but 
what's the most interesting class you've 
taken in the sociology department? 

Odin Professors, if you teach a fun class that'd be 
great to hear about too :) 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Odin, I love teaching all classes -- Principles of 
Sociology is great because sociology is often 
new to students as it's not offered much in 
high schools. Senior thesis is really rewarding 
to see the culmination of a lot of great work 
by students. I love teaching here at Whitman! 

WC: Anna Pulscak ‘21 Odin- I would say my favorite sociology class I 
have taken is the Environmental Sociology 
class, probably because it ties both aspects of 
my major together so well! It focused on 
looking at how social systems interact with 
the environment in many different ways 

WC: Kyle Levin ‘20 Odin, the most interesting class I took was 
"Social Stratification"-- it was a small 
discussion based class where students 
actually lead about 2/3 of the time. Professor 



Mireles (sociology) helped weave together 
the history of social stratification studies 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Odin, some new classes coming next year 
include political sociology, urban street 
gangs, and a course on big data/sociology 
science. 

Odin Wow those sound interesting! 

WC: Jessica Luong ‘20 Hi Odin, I've enjoyed all of my classes in the 
sociology department and took two classes 
with Professor Janning. My favorite course 
has to be Community-Based Sociology 
because it highlighted that there are are so 
many opportunities to get involved with the 
local community here in Walla Walla 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Odin, Jessica did a great job in Community 
based sociology, and her placement was with 
Community Health, so she got to connect her 
understanding of social inequalities with local 
health initiatives. 

WC: Henry Whipple Welcome to those of you who have joined 
the chat in the last few minutes! Feel free to 
both submit your questions about the 
Sociology department and scroll through 
some the expertise that our students/faculty 
have shared thus far 

Odin What's the benefit of sociology in Walla 
Walla specifically? 

Naima Would you say that sociology is just the study 
of people? 

Naima In layman's terms 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Hi Naima, great question! Sociology is the 
scientific study of human group behavior. So, 
yes, we study people. But we study people 
using various theoretical lenses to 
understand everything from why interactions 
mean something different across places and 
things 



WC: Professor Michelle Janning Naima, we also include the word "science" to 
reference ourselves as a social science, 
because we aim to use rigorous and ethical 
systematic ways of gathering data. 

Naima Right! Perspectives play such a large role in 
analyzing patterns and behaviors. 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Naima, yes! You are already starting to think 
like a sociologist. 

Naima Does the discussion based class environment 
create room for more opinions and the 
production of knowledge or is it more 
grounded in the sciences? 

WC: Henry Whipple Great question Odin! Jessica is getting back 
to you with her answer right now 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Naima, Kyle is going to respond to you from a 
student perspective. 

WC: Jessica Luong ‘20 Hi Odin, fun fact, one of the reasons I chose 
Whitman was that I would have many 
opportunities for community engagement 
that I wouldn’t get in larger schools or larger 
cities. I feel like I am very connected to the 
community and studying sociology has 
helped open up that world to me during my 
time at Whitman 

WC: Henry Whipple Odin: Whether through academic research or 
internships via Whitman's Student 
Engagement Center, students are able to 
take advantage of Walla Walla's unique 
environment by seeing the tangible impacts 
of their work. This is a smaller, tight-knit 
community; people develop powerful 
relationships, allowing for truly meaningful 
community action to take place 

WC: Kyle Levin ‘20 Naima, I think sociologists here at Whitman 
critically examine theories and how 
knowledge is produced. In our thesis process 
we combine theory and data so it does create 
room for more opinions and new knowledge 



while also being systematic or science-y. 

Odin That's really good to hear! One of the reasons 
I picked Whitman was exactly because of the 
small community 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Odin, I've lived here 20 years, and I can say 
that the College-community connection, in 
terms of how best to engage with each other 
for mutual benefit and care, is alive and well. 
Glad you're coming.  

Naima @Students: Are there any sociology related 
classes you wish you'd taken? 

WC: Jessica Luong ‘20 Hi Naima, there are SO MANY! I had a late 
start in the major because I switched from 
another major, but I wish I had taken political 
sociology, environmental sociology, sociology 
of the family, race and ethnic group relations, 
social movements, many more 

WC: Jessica Luong ‘20 Classes are usually offered in alternate years 
so there are a few classes that I missed the 
window. The sociology department also has 
amazing professors who are caring, engaging, 
and just interesting to hear from! 

WC: Henry Whipple Thanks for all of these wonderful questions, 
everyone! The students and faculty will be 
leaving the chat by 4pm, so now is a great 
time to get in any last questions you have 

WC: Henry Whipple I will stick around for a bit longer past 4pm 
PST to answer any other questions that come 
up 

Odin What's the most valuable piece of 
information you've learned in a sociology 
class? 

Odin Or something everyone should know 

Naima Love that there are options. Thanks Jessica 

WC: Kyle Levin ‘20 Hi Odin, I think the most valuable thing I've 



learned is about the sociological imagination. 
which is basically examining everything like a 
sociologist! Why do people drink coffee? 
What do your consumption practices say 
about you? I think as a sociologist in almost 
every walk of life 

Odin Wow! I'm going to be thinking about that! 

Peter Would you say that the sociology classes 
focus more on theory, or studying the 
tangible occurrences? (Or connecting the 
two?) 

WC: Kyle Levin ‘20 Odin, yeah! I started just keeping a notebook 
in my junior year of things I was just 
interesting so when I started thinking about 
thesis I had so many things I was curious 
about and then I had the ability to do my own 
research 

WC: Anna Pulscak ‘21 Peter- The answer is both! Sociology’s main 
aim is really to take theory and apply it to 
real life circumstances and scenarios. 

WC: Jessica Luong ‘20 Hi Odin, I totally agree with Kyle. It's hard to 
point to one thing that was the most 
prominent because my thinking has totally 
changed since studying sociology. 

WC: Professor Michelle Janning Hi all, thank you so much for asking such 
great questions -- you are all well-prepared 
to join a sociology course this fall or next 
spring! And feel free to keep the questions 
coming after today. I'm happy to respond. 
My email is janninmy@whitman.edu. 

WC: Henry Whipple Thank you so much Professor Janning! 

Peter Thanks everyone for the great answers. Stay 
healthy! 

Odin This has been really informative! Thank you 
all! 

Naima Thanks for sharing some knowledge!! 



WC: Kyle Levin ‘20 Thanks for chatting! Feel free to email if you 
want if you have more questions later on. 
(levinks@whitman.edu) -- Bye! 

WC: Jessica Luong ‘20 Thanks everyone for joining us today! It was 
great talking to you all. If you have any other 
questions, feel free to email me at 
luongjs@whitman.edu. 

WC: Anna Pulscak ‘21 Thanks for all of your questions! If you have 
any more questions (specifically about how 
environmental studies and sociology 
connect) feel free to email me at 
pulscaae@whitman.edu 

WC: Henry Whipple Thank you to our wonderful students for 
sharing their experiences! 

WC: Henry Whipple I'll be here for a few minutes to field any 
remaining questions that come through 

WC: Henry Whipple It looks like that might be all the questions 
we have from the Sociology Department 
Chat. Thanks to all those who participated! 
We'll be getting started with the Off-Campus 
Studies Live Chat promptly at 5pm PST. Take 
care everyone! 

 


